
East Bluff Monthly Board Meeting Minutes 

July 24, 2018 

Start: 6:29 PM 

Adjourn: 10:19 PM 

Present: Kris, Jackson, Peggy, Wayne Davis, Wayne, Emily, Fernando 

 

Homeowner Concerns 

● Wayne stopped by and discussed shooting at Susan Lane. He suggested that we should 

install cameras. Asked if board had looked into cameras. Said . Homeowner said the was 

concerned about the reputation of East Bluff.  Board discussed some of the violence 

that had occurred this year in the 200’s.  Board is looking into cost and benefits of 

installing security systems.  

● 312-Fernando stopped by at 8:01 PM.  Thanked board for  the quick prune of his tree 

prior to company coming. Fernando also brought up that a  branch  in the tree outside 

his unit is cracked and needs pruning.  He also said that many smaller branches came 

down  recently in front of his unit, and has concerns about the  large branch outside his 

unit.Fernando stated that the  branch is  cracked in three places and should be 

removed.  

●  Fernando also believed that the weeds come up from cracks in asphalt, due to age of 

parking lot.   Fernando made the suggestion that Chris  could be an operation supervisor 

at East Bluff in lieu of superintendent. Fernando thought that maybe have 2 ½ FTE for 

grounds and then have an operation supervisor.  

● Kris discussed upgrading the  building service from  600 to 800 AMP in the 200’s. East 
Bluff may need to relocate some of our  breaker boxes because they are below grade 
and one cannot access the entire panel.  MGE would put in new transformer and put in 
a  new box at end of the wall.  Kris also suggested that East Bluff will  want purchase to 
store one extra  meter unit and store it  in the maintenance building for a future 
situation as the lead time to order a unit takes 5-10 days.   Kris felt that East Bluff  needs 
to assess what boxes need replacement, because  access to some of the boxes is very 
limited.   The questions was raised as to what expense category should this fall into- 
maintenance or some sort of capital expenditure? 

● Kris said that  we may need new a electrical contactor, to make sure that the grounds 
lighting is working correctly.  

● View status of all homeowner concerns & work orders here. Of all the outstanding work 
orders, below are the ones we need to discuss as a board this month: 

● 216: Power has been going out in unit. MGE removed meter - has led to larger issue at 
meter. Board needs to discuss replacing electrical at meters for future buildings - they're 
getting old - as part of the long-term planning for next year. Kris compiling quotes to 
add to long-term discussion. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14e7PU0EKHQjnaQSkxVKSrb6e-JCs5AvVWqXq0fByI7Y/edit#gid=0


● 314: Requesting new deck. Already put it in- we should give them the guidance with a 
similar letter that we gave to the other unit that installed a deck without approval 
 

● 422: Like all units, there is asbestos covering a pipe in the unit in the basement. It's 
crumbling and therefore needs to be addressed by a professional. Pending Board 
approval - Are we ok with paying for this? Cost is $400.00 or less. Whose responsibility is 
this? Who pays for this?  Anything that goes between units or services units East Bluff is 
responsible for this. We will take the for this. 

● 529: Requesting replacement of outside faucet. Is board ok with paying for? We 
typically have in the past.  We have scheduled work to have this replaced. In future  we 
should  not do this.  

● 432: Main sewer pipe in basement is leaking, not a ton but enough. Not raw sewage, 
probably just grey water leaving shared units. Pending board approval - Ok with paying 
to fix? Plumbers are coming next Monday. There is a hairline crack in the main sewer 
pipe. Estimated cost is $600.00 

Letters  will be drafted for units (Emily) 314 and (Kris) 543. Need a strong letter to address 

satellite installation, gates, and installation of decks. How do we educate realtors about sales ?  

Should we include this in a guidelines sheet. Should we have a list of vendors for people to call? 

 

Maintenance report - Kris 

● Separate notice for paving of  the parking lot. East Bluff to send out notice to residents 

of  each Monday for three weeks to alert people that they need to move their vehicles. 

Quality control plan and job mix inspection - density test. Overtime asphalt compacts 

releasing air and becomes more brittle. What can be be done? Asphalt should be tested 

after paving to check the quality of the job. Do we want to get Wolf to pull  samples 

from the previous paving jobs and test them.  

● Recommendations from Kris about maintenance requests:  

● Kris walked around and looked at fences. Kris mainly looked at paneling, not posts.  

Redoing 523.  Chris also looked at Ash trees on the property. Roughly 20 Ash trees may 

need to be removed in the next few years from the East Bluff property. We also need to 

look at what trees need to be hard pruned.  

● Kris discussed mulching cost for  East Bluff. Figure out beds  that we want to maintain 

with mulch and then let the most goes.  We would clear off areas and regrass those 

areas. Landscaping fabric to go into beds. 

● The siding material that we use  is not ideal for fencing and siding. $52.23 is what we are 

paying for a panel. We have the panels cut down to 6’ from 8’ so we lose 2’ of material 

per unit. 50 life span for $27.99 for panels called smartside. Paintable.  Do not have to 

prime this material for painting. How long has the product been on market?  Is there a 

better. 



● Foam gutter guards. Test pilot for some buildings. Can we save some labor by not having 

the guys do gutters for buildings. 

● Kris provided a  sheet with work goals  for the next four months.  

● Do we have inventory of when siding was last done  for all the units. 

● Kris is getting two estimates to get a truck rack to increase the carrying capacity, and 

finishing recycle bin covers.  

 

Approval of July Agenda-Yes  

 

Parking Report - Presented 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

Peggy presented  financial  report for June. Jackson asked for new profit and loss report. Peggy 

indicated that our accountant was out on paternity leave and would give us a report when he 

comes back. Peggy presented  an updated spreadsheet at meeting. 

    

Old Business 

● Mid year meeting  to be held on Oct 16th at Warner park in the small meeting room. We 

will need a financial report two weeks before the meeting at the Sept 25th meeting. 

● Superintendent search update - come up with a date to interview Jessie a few weeks out 
in August. July 31st as a potential time for an interview.  

● Lawn care: Herbicide and fertilizer plan for rest of this year. 

■ Need to let Kris know about next round in the near future. 

■ Is fertilizer  and herbicide all combined when they spread? Can they be 

seperated? Spray is spot applied. 

○ Jackson suggested that we do a treatment in the fall 2019 and skip the fall 2018 

and spring 2019  treatment. Jackson felt by skipping these treatments it  would 

give us time to see what the effect were on the lawns. Jackson also wondered 

what  Trugreen does for tree and shrub treatment, as he wasn’t sure that he 

could see any effects of the treatments. 

○ The board  discussed for options for lawn care:  

■ Option one was to do standard TruGreen treatments.  

■ Option two was to  do Fall treatment and no spring treatment in 2019. 

■ Option three was to do the next treatment in  fall treatment in 2019. 

■ Options four was to try an organic treatment again. 

○ Peggy weighed in on the four options. Peggy has heard good things about doing 

treatment in the fall.  Peggy thought that the organic treatments did not work 

well in the past when they were used at East Bluff. Peggy said that East Bluff 



used to spray for weeds  in peoples yards, and  weeds in people's private areas 

might be skewing their perception of the weed problem as a whole  at East Bluff. 

○ The board voted on the options Emily, Nikki, Wayne, Jackson voted yes.   Emily  

voted yes with caveat about being responsive to people  about spring  months 

and see how things look in June.  Jackson thought that Dandelions have  around 

a two week period that they are most prevalent in the spring.   

○ Questions were raised as to what type of lawn application should we apply next 

fall?  Jackson wanted to know specifically what chemicals were in the 

application, and that the board needs to research what chemicals should be 

applied herbicide and fertilizer. 

● Tree care - review quotes & approve work done for this year: 

● Ash trees have been an issue since the invasion of  2014 emerald ash borer.  Treatment 

has had limited success. Have 19 ash trees on our property. Jackson suggests remove 8 

trees this year. Remove three by road right away  will cost around $7,300.00.  We need 

to decide what company to use and the scope of what needs to be done.  Removed 10 

ash trees over time. Could select trees and plant then near the trees we will be 

removing.  All our Ash trees are over 30 years old and do have a finite life span. We have 

a lot of senior trees.  

○ Jackson would suggest getting rid  of three trees along Northport (14,15,16) and  

remove another 4 trees (2,3,8,9). Use up to $13,000 for the tree removal.  Is 

there a better time to remove the tree?  Nikki’s tree has planting  around tree.   

○ We should go ahead and get quotes for trees we discussed. What is our plan for 

replacing trees and where should they be located.  Do we want to get rid of Ash 

trees?  

■ homeowner requests (334, 220, 533, 312) 

■ staff trimming (334, 220, 533) & contractor trimming (312, 440) 

■ Ash tree treatment, Ash tree removal, Austrian pine removal, 5 year 

plan/long-term savings 

○ Decision made: Based on the feedback from all 3 arborists that visited East Bluff, 

remove 3 ash trees this year plus the broken limbs outside of 312 this year. Use 

the rest of the savings to cover other more urgent expenses. 

● Fencing & Siding - process for updating and creating long-term plan 

New Business (90 min) 

● Basements/Yards Guidelines - reviewed and approved, here: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wHnZGY9H7GZQf0Qmxg-GH-

jJ52FPjmZW1awNT6JwJf4/edit 

● Yard inspections - discuss criteria at August meeting. Come with thoughts. 

● Suggestion: Establish 2nd monthly board meeting, 2nd Tuesday of the month? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wHnZGY9H7GZQf0Qmxg-GH-jJ52FPjmZW1awNT6JwJf4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wHnZGY9H7GZQf0Qmxg-GH-jJ52FPjmZW1awNT6JwJf4/edit


 Hold  2nd meeting as necessary each month.  
 

News Note review and approval  

Jackson handed out draft of East Bluff Newsletter 

● July  newsletter - review newsletter (remember to send out copy of structural mod form 

with newsletter)  

 

Current future/tabled agenda items: 

● Review yard inspection and plan. 

● Rental/absentee policies - review info gathered so far and determine next steps to make 

a decision. 

● Lawn schedule - 2018-19 pilot test 

● Equipment purchased (return any?) - Jackson to bring with more info with/ask Kris to 

provide more info…. 

● Priority calendar for board / staff  - Review and approve 

● 50th Anniversary Committee 

● homeowner request process  

● Rules & By-law review 

● Insurance & homeowners request for East Bluff compensation/wo 

● rk done - clearer guidelines around who’s responsible for what? 


